In order to improve the speed and accuracy of traffic flow anomaly detection in real-time traffic system, we proposed an anomaly detection algorithm which is based on wavelet denoising and support vector regression. Firstly, we use wavelet transform to decompose and restructure the sampled data, and then apply support vector regression to data training. By fitting the obtained data, it can achieve dynamic prediction of traffic flow parameters. Through comparing the predictive values with the measured values of traffic flow parameters, we can achieve traffic anomaly detection. Experimental results show that the method proposed in this paper has a higher detection rate under the same false alarm rate.
INTRODUCTION
In many applications, we need to predict traffic flow situation for the next period. For example, traffic management, traffic flow guidance of control boxbased intelligent transportation system. Judging whether traffic anomaly occurs is based on the dynamic prediction of traffic flow data, especially, short time prediction of traffic flow. At the same time, short-time prediction of traffic flow is also the core content of traffic anomaly detection instrument. The key technology of deep and practical processing of traffic flow information in the traffic information system is short-time prediction of traffic flow, too. The traffic management is standardized constantly, the demand is changing constantly, and intelligent transportation system theory is also in constant innovation and improvement, so real-time prediction of traffic flow information has become more and more important.
There are two main types of dynamic traffic flow prediction algorithms in foreign countries. One is to predict according to the law of traffic flow route choosing, which is based on dynamic OD flow. Another one is to predict based on traffic flow historical data of a specific road section [1] . The former is a macro-level prediction because it needs massive OD flow data and road network infrastructure data. The latter is a micro-level prediction of traffic flow, which uses routine detection devices to detect traffic flow data on the specific road section. The two types are different in practical areas. The latter is a supplement for the former, and is needed urgently in current traffic management of our country.
At the end of 20th century, new technologies that can be used for random signal processing, for example, artificial neural network technology, fractal technology, cybernetics technology [2, 3] , are gradually entered the application fields of society and economic management from the pioneer application fields. Substantially, traffic flow has the random signal characteristics on the timeline. The dynamic prediction of traffic flow parameters will use these new technologies to improve their prediction accuracy. This paper proposed a traffic flow anomaly detection algorithm based on wavelet denoising and support vector regression. Wavelet analysis is used to break the original traffic flow data which contains traffic parameter information into multiple sets of time-series signals with different characteristics. Then it could reflect and distinguish internal changing trend and random perturbations of traffic flow signals. Use a certain number of sampled values to train support vector regression model, and then predict the traffic flow in the next moment. By comparing the predictive values of traffic flow with the actual measured values, we will get the information whether the traffic flow is abnormal.
SUPPORT VECTOR REGRESSION
Support vector machine is a learning algorithm developed on the basis of the statistical learning theory [4] . Currently, support vector machine has been a better application in the field of pattern recognition, image classification and bioinformatics. When the method of support vector is used to solve regression problem, we will get support vector regression. Support vector regression has been widely used to process and predict the non-linear, non-smooth and chaotic time series [5, 6] .
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Traffic Flow Anomaly Detection Based on Wavelet Denoising and Support Vector Regression Support vector regression machine is a powerful tool to solve the regression problem. Support vector machine maps a given training set, such as T = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), ≡, (x k , y k )}, to a high-dimensional feature space of H in one mapping. This mapping is set to Φ(•). Then, construct regression hyper plane in the feature space H. Construct regression hyper plane as follows:
The problem of constructing regression hyper plane is an optimization problem. Support vector regression does not solve the problem directly, but it gets the optimal solution by solving the dual problem. By solving the dual problem, we can get the optimal solution , and then the optimal superregression plane is gotten as follows:
Because the mapping is difficult to work out, so support vector machine uses kernel function, K(x, x′), to replace the inner product in feature space H and obtain an optimal hyper plane: (4)
ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC FLOW PARAMETERS
Vehicles travelling on the highway are known as traffic flow. Different traffic flow represents the different running state of vehicle groups. The qualitative and quantitative characteristics of traffic flow running state is called traffic stream characteristics, and it was commonly described with a variety of physical quantities, referred to as traffic flow parameters. Through studying the variation of traffic flow parameters, we can understand the changing trend of traffic flow.
Traffic flow prediction is based on short-term traffic flow parameters sequence. The statistical results show that short-term traffic sequences are
highly time-varying, non-linear and uncertain. But for a particular observation point in the road network, when the observed scale length is long, the statistical behavior of traffic flow shows a strong certainty, and thus a general prediction model can obtain a higher accuracy of prediction. The choice of traffic flow parameters for anomaly detection mainly has the following principles:
1) The principle of convenience. The adopted traffic flow parameters should be provided by conventional traffic information collection technology.
2) The principle of reliability. The adopted collection technology of traffic flow parameters must be used with good reliability.
3) The principle of sensitivity. The adopted traffic flow parameters should change significantly when the traffic state has changes. Then it is easy to identify the traffic situation in specific sections according to the changes of traffic flow parameters . According to the analysis of various characteristics of traffic flow parameters, and combined with the above principles, we select traffic volume, spot speed and time share as the main parameters that reflect the traffic flow information to explore the relationship between parameters' change and traffic anomaly.
1) Traffic volume: it refers to the traffic flow that passes through a section of the road per unit time. That is the number of vehicles passing through a section of the road per unit time, and it reflects the frequency of vehicles' passing through a section of the road. Figure 1 is traffic volume changes' schematic diagram of upstream and downstream after an exception occurs. From the figure, we can see that the upstream and downstream traffic is roughly in the same changes. 2) Spot speed: it is the speed when vehicles pass through a certain point or a section of the road, as known as the instantaneous speed. It is an important parameter to describe the traffic conditions on a location of the road, and it is often used to study speed limiting, speed designing and traffic flow theory. Figure 2 is vehicle speed changes' schematic diagram of the upstream and downstream after an exception occurs. From the figure, what can be seen is that after an exception occurs, the upstream speed changes significantly and the downstream speed changes slowly. 3) There are two lane shares in traffic engineering. One is time share, and another is space share. Considering that a single detector works independently on designated location, so we intend to use time share.
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Time share is the ratio of the cumulative time of vehicles passing through a section in a detection period to the detection time. Where R t denotes time share, T denotes the length of detection time, t i denotes the time that the ith vehicle occupied the observation section, n is the number of vehicles that pass through the observation section in detection time. predictive values of traffic flow parameters can track actual values' changes accurately. Once the traffic anomaly happens, it causes mutation of traffic flow parameters inevitably, which will result in prediction deviation. We can do anomaly detection based on the deviation of the changes. The principle of traffic anomaly detection is shown in Figure 4 . Using wavelet decomposition and support vector regression to predict the traffic flow anomalies can improve the prediction speed and accuracy of abnormal data in traffic data stream. Wavelet transform decomposes and reconstructs the sampled traffic flow data, and then support vector regression is used to predict the traffic flow parameters. We can use the deviation of predictive values and measured values to do traffic flow anomaly detection.
The Process of Anomaly Detection
Regression model established by SVM is used to fit current traffic parameters. The process is shown in Figure 5 .
Wavelet analysis is a new mathematical analysis method which developed in the mid-1980s. And it is a kind of time-frequency localization analysis method with fixed window size and alterable shape [7] . Wavelet transform can get better time resolution in the high-frequency part of the signal, and obtain a better frequency resolution in the low-frequency part. So it can effectively extract information from the signal.
Specific prediction process is as follows: 1) Select appropriate wavelet and decomposition level to do wavelet decomposition for actual sampled traffic flow data; 2) Denoise the wavelet coefficients for each layer; 3) To do SVR training for the reconstructed data; 4) Fit and predict the trained data and then get the prediction of traffic flow. The process of traffic flow anomaly detection method proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 6 . Prediction of traffic flow parameters is the core part of traffic flow anomaly detection.
Traffic flow information obtained by detectors is generally to go through the statistical processing and become necessary parameter sequence for prediction.
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The original data Prediction results Fitting prediction SVR training Wavelet reconstruction Wavelet decomposition differences between prediciton parameters and actual parameters of three traffic flow parameters. It can achieve traffic anomaly detection through the difference between prediction deviation and a reasonable threshold. On the premise of the occurance of traffic anomaly, the occurrence probability value of traffic anomaly can be further calculated according to the law of deviation's probability distribution. Traffic flow has the characteristics of high non-linear and randomness. Prediction of traffic flow parameters cannot be very accurate. Prediction deviation can be seen as random variables that obey a certain distribution.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Since the 1960s, domestic and international transportation industries have carried out fruitful research in the field of microscopic traffic simulation, and developed dozens of microscopic traffic simulation model and a variety of traffic simulation software systems [8] . CORSIM is a micro-simulation model that can be used for highways, urban roads, and analysis of network traffic. It was developed by the U.S. FHWA. CORSIM contains two microsimulation models, NETSIM and FRESIM. NETSIM is a traffic simulation model for the city, and FRESIM for highway. It inherited the strong functionality in each internal module, through the establishment of the known conditions, such as road network and transport, quantitative indicators were collected by computer dynamic simulation. It can also simulate abnormal traffic incident. So, it can meet the requirement of simulation data collection completely.
Experiments collect a group of normal traffic flow and a group of abnormal traffic flow with CORSIM respectively. Normal traffic flow acquisition parameters: sampling interval being 5 s, simulation time being 40 min, traffic Firstly, sampled data should be processed using wavelet decomposition. The selected wavelet is sym8, and decomposition level is 3. Then the weight of all levels is processed by the wavelet reconstruction. Figure 7 is wavelet reconstruction results of the traffic flow with the sampling interval being 5 s. Now the collected normal traffic flow and abnormal traffic flow data were predicted analysis based on support vector regression. Figure 8 and 9 show the measured and predictive values of traffic volume, spot speed and time share in the case of both normal and abnormal.
All kinds of traffic flow anomalies are respectively simulated for 10 times. Simulation time is 40 mins. Anomalies occurs in the 10th minute, and continues for 20 minutes; the total number of anomalies is 200. Simulation data were detected and analyzed using this algorithm, California algorithm and filter algorithm respectively.
California algorithm is a double-cross-section algorithm. The algorithm is based on the fact that when the event occurs, cross-section share of upstream detection will increase and cross-section share of downstream detection will reduce. And then, it is based on the following three conditions to judge whether traffic anomalies occurs: the deviation between the share of the upstream and downstream in the congested road, the relative deviation of the share of upstream and downstream in the congested road, the relative deviation of downstream share when the crowded state starts.
Filtering algorithm is to set up a filter to produce a smooth moving average value, and then remove noise and other band data elements in the sampled data of traffic flow parameters, which allows specified frequency data passing. When detecting the share close to detectors, it uses several average values to distinguish happened incidents.
However, in our proposed algorithm, three traffic parameters were established SVR models respectively. It uses some data in front of the sampled values to train support vector regression models. After training, the models are used to predict the following values. Detection rate and false alarm rate of three algorithms are shown in Figure 10 alarm rate, the algorithm in this paper has a higher detection rate than the other two algorithms.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we use wavelet denoising and support vector regression to do anomaly detection for the traffic flow. It mainly uses the fact that traffic volume, spot speed, and time share will change greatly when traffic anomalies occurs to judge whether there is a traffic anomaly. It also uses support vector regression to conduct real-time prediction for traffic flow. Experimental results show that, under the same false alarm rate, the algorithm proposed in this paper has a higher detection rate than California algorithm and filtering algorithm. under grant No. 
